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‘Unnerved: The New Zealand Project’ explores 

a particularly rich dark vein in New Zealand 

contemporary art and cinema. 

This education resource, intended for secondary 

teachers and students, focuses on the 

meanings, purposes and approaches used 

by the contemporary New Zealand artists 

in ‘Unnerved’.

Psychological or physical unease pervades 

many works in the exhibition, with humour, 

parody and poetic subtlety among the 

strategies used by artists across generations 

and mediums.

This resource is organised according to 

the following media: 

PHOTOGRAPHY

INSTALLATION AND SCULPTURE

COLLAGE 

MOVING IMAGE AND VIDEO 

DRAWING AND PAINTING 

A class of Year 8 students from Brisbane State 

High School were invited to compose audio 

narratives to accompany images of the artists’ 

works discussed in each media area. 

The resource also features video interviews 

with artist Lisa Reihana and a poem recited 

by artist John Pule. 

KEY CONCEPTS

•      Perceptions of the land, and its people as 

both terrifying and sublime

•  Maori cultural sources and oral history 

•  Symbolism, traditional and modern narratives

•  Colonisation of the Pacific

•  Cultural identity

 Students attending this exhibition should come 

away with an understanding of some of the: 

•    aesthetic considerations, cultural perspectives 

and historical contexts in New Zealand

•   contemporary visual arts practices and 

emerging technologies used by artists from 

New Zealand today

•    symbolic, representational, physical and  

material properties

The content included in this resource has been adapted 

from selected essays featured in Unnerved: The New 

Zealand Project (exhibition catalogue), Queensland Art 

Gallery, Brisbane, 2010. Curriculum information is also 

outlined at the end of this document.

Contents page : Michael Parekowhai / Installation view of Cosmo McMurtry 2006 as part of 'Unnerved: The New Zealand Project', 2010 / Synthetic polymer paint on polyvinyl chloride, fibreglass, 
air compressor / 734.3 x 506.4 x739.1 cm (variable) / Presented by the Melbourne AA Fair Foundation with the assistance of funds donated by NGV Contemporary 2006 / Photograph: Natasha Harth

INTRODUCTION
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YVONNE TODD

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1973, Auckland, New Zealand 

KEY POINTS
Referencing aspects of popular culture through 

a kitsch and retro aesthetic, Yvonne Todd draws 

inspiration from the staged qualities of commercial 

studio portrait photography. A sense of both 

eerie and compelling melodrama is created in 

Todd’s work through her use of props, such as 

wigs, false eyelashes, period dress and other 

accessories, which express her fascination with 

the artificial and unsettling aspects of the 

everyday, exploring the underbelly of beauty.

 

 

Yvonne Todd / New Zealand b.1973 / January 2006 / Lightjet 
print, ed. 3/3 / 135 x 107.3cm / Purchased 2007. Queensland Art 
Gallery Foundation Grant / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

Yvonne Todd / New Zealand b.1973 / Fleshtone (from ‘Cabin fever’ 
series) 1997 / Type C photograph, ed. 1/3 / 25.4 x 20.3cm / 
Purchased 2007. Queensland Art Gallery Foundation Grant / 
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

PHOTOGRAPHY

Questions

1    What elements give the art work titled 
January 2006 the sense of both beauty 
and horror?

2   Why do you think Todd’s work has been 
described as having a ‘filmic quality’?

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Todd’s work: 
Christian, Jeff and Vera, Year 8, 
Brisbane State High School.
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Anne Noble / New Zealand b.1954 / Ruby’s room no. 6 1999 / Digital colour 
print on Hahnemuhle rag paper, ed. 5/10 / 67 x 100.2cm / Purchased 2006 / 
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

Anne Noble / New Zealand b.1954 / Ruby’s room no. 10 2000 / Digital 
colour print on Hahnemuhle rag paper, ed. 6/10 / 66.5 x 100cm / 
Purchased 2006 / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

 

 

ANNE NOBLE

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1954, Wanganui, New Zealand

KEY POINTS
Anne Noble first attracted attention in the early 1980s 

with a series of photographs of the Wanganui River 

in New Zealand. Noble’s work is distinguished by 

its formal beauty and dramatic use of light and 

addresses a large range of subjects from landscape 

to religion and from the personal to the political.

Questions

1   What makes this work confronting?
 

2   The subject in these art works is the 
artist’s daughter. Please discuss if and 
why this affects your interpretation.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Noble’s work: 
Dalton, Sophie and Nhu, Year 8, 
Brisbane State High School.
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MICHAEL PAREKOWHAI

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1968, Porirua, New Zealand 

Ngati Whakarongo

KEY POINTS
Michael Parekowhai belongs to a generation 

of artists which embraces pop culture and the 

commercial — in all of its crafted and contrived 

formulations. By engaging with our familiarity 

with these facets of contemporary life, Parekowhai 

hijacks our pleasure in consuming products to tell 

his own stories. Parekowhai’s sculptures and 

photographs are often accompanied by a dark 

sense of humour, and in most cases the meaning 

or message of his works is not immediately clear 

as he sees it as being ‘negotiable’.

Michael Parekowhai / Installation view of Cosmo McMurtry 
2006 and Jim McMurtry 2004 / Collection: National 
Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne / Photograph: Natasha Harth

Michael Parekowhai / Installation view of The Horn of 
Africa 2006 / Purchased 2008 with funds from the 
Queensland Government’s Gallery of Modern Art 
Acquisitions Fund in recognition of the contribution to 
the Gallery by Wayne Goss (Chair of Trustees 1999-2008) / 
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery / Photograph: Natasha Harth

INSTALLATION AND SCULPTURE

Questions

1    How do you think Michael Parekowhai 
uses humour to question the role of  
contemporary art and earlier artists that 
have influenced the art of today?

2   How do symbols function in Parekowhai's 
sculptures? Do you think the symbolism 
of the sculptures is immediately 
apparent?

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Parekowhai’s work:
Pasan and Christopher, Year 8, 
Brisbane State High School.
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RUTH WATSON

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1962, New Zealand

KEY POINTS
Ruth Watson has a keen interest in cartography 

(study of map-making) and for 20 years has 

explored the way maps influence our view of the 

world and our place within it. Watson often works 

with materials that question the authority and 

truth symbolised in a map, suggesting instead 

fragility and impermanence. Watson’s site-specific 

work for ‘Unnerved’, Au hasard 2010, considers 

historical meaning of salt (curing of meats on the 

ships of colonists), as well as more current issues.

Ruth Watson / Installation view of Au hasard (detail) 2010 / 
Site-specific salt installation for ‘Unnerved: The New Zealand 
Project’ / 500 x 810cm (installed, approx.) / Courtesy: The artist 
and Two Rooms, Auckland

INSTALLATION AND SCULPTURE

Questions

1    How can cartography alter the way 
we see the world? Do you think external 
factors (such as the cartographer’s 
political interests) could influence  
the final result?

2    What sort of contemporary issues 
are considered in Watson’s work?  
How does her chosen medium  
express these issues? 

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Watson’s work:
Ashley, Esther and April, Year 8, 
Brisbane State High School.
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COLLAGE

Questions

1    With reference to these works, 
explain what techniques Seymour  
uses to comment on the idea of  
‘the social dream’.

2   What emotions do Seymour’s 
works evoke in you? In small groups, 
compare your individual reactions and 
discuss any similarities or differences.

AVA SEYMOUR

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1967, Palmerston North, New Zealand

KEY POINTS
Drawing on various photographic traditions 

and cultural signifiers and appropriating images 

from magazines and other publications, Ava 

Seymour assembles photomontages of disparate 

bodies, architectures and forms. Balancing 

representations of the absurd and the grotesque, 

Seymour’s work is linked with the tradition of 

German Dadaism, with a focus on using collage 

to express potitical satire and social commentary.

 

 

 

Ava Seymour / House at Cannons Creek (from ‘Health, happiness and 
housing’ series) 1997 Printed 2007 / Digital colour photographs ed. of 5 / 
73.5 x 92cm / Purchased 2007 / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

Ava Seymour / Bandy Candy (from ‘Health, happiness and housing’ series) 
1997 Printed 2007 / Digital colour photographs ed. of 5 / 73.5 x 92cm / 
Purchased 2007 / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Seymour’s work:
Sam, Leon and Jamilla, Year 8, 
Brisbane State High School.
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COLLAGE

1    How many visual elements or 
metaphors can you find in Madden’s 
work that allude to the passing  
of time?

2   Discuss why you think Madden 
physically constructs his work  
rather than using photo-editing  
software to manipulate the images.

PETER MADDEN

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1966, Auckland, New Zealand

KEY POINTS
Peter Madden creates three-dimensional  

paper-cut sculptural objects and two-dimensional 

collages using second-hand imagery (cut-outs 

from books, magazines and encyclopaedias —  

National Geographic magazines are a favourite). 

Instead of using Photoshop, he works with a 

scalpel to ‘free’ the images from their original 

context and give them a ‘more interesting’ life 

in one of his fantastical worlds.

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Peter Madden / The Nimble Jackal, It’s Face A Grimace Of 
Grasping Teeth “There are Gates Within Gates Within Gates” 
A Man Rolls His Right Eye In And Out To & Over A Rarely 
Preserved Ancient Mushroom And The Mushroom Said “Dead 
Mans Bread Death Days With Flesh Of The  
Deities Crystal Skull (Below) Is Attributed To A Knife Tongued 
Coyote (Right). An Inmate (Above)” 2005 / Watercolour, 
metallic foil and collage, 8 panels: 32.5 x 24.8 x 2cm (each, 
framed) / Gift of Henry Ergas through the Queensland Art Gal-
lery Foundation 2010 / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Madden’s work:
Jemima, Sonya and Sarah, Year 8, 
Brisbane State High School.
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MOVING IMAGE AND VIDEO

Questions

1    How does this work make you feel 
when you are watching it? Do you find 
yourself holding your breath in time 
with the artist?

2   Oram has carefully considered the 
lighting in the room and positioning 
of the camera to disguise his location. 
He is also dressed neutrally in a black 
t-shirt. Why do you think the artist has 
done this? How do you think it would 
change the work if it had been filmed  
in a brighter location, or the artist had 
worn brighter clothing?

JAMES ORAM 

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1980, New Zealand

KEY POINTS

James Oram is a conceptual artist who works 

across a range of media including moving image, 

sculpture, drawing and installation. He is interested 

in the cultural and moral conventions that affect 

our reaction to specific situations. In Feeling the 

burn 2006, Oram uses the medium of video to 

capture a repetitive performance of endurance.  

James Oram / Feeling the burn (stills) 2006 / DVD transferred from mini 
DV, single-channel projection, looped, colour, sound, 19:27 minutes, 4:3 
letterboxed, ed.1/2 / Purchased 2008. The Queensland Government’s 
Gallery of Modern Art Acquisitions Fund / Collection: Queensland 
Art Gallery

 

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Oram’s work:
Cameron, Anna and Rhiannon, 
Year 8, Brisbane State High School.
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MOVING IMAGE AND VIDEO

Questions

1    Do you think Digital Marae creates an 
imposing architectural presence?  
How and why?

2   Reihana’s work combines customary 
with contemporary. How does she do  
this? Discuss.

Click here to listen to students’ 
interpretation of Reihana’s work:
Michael and Zoe, Year 8, Brisbane 
State High School.

LISA REIHANA

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1964, New Zealand

KEY POINTS

Lisa Reihana is an established Maori artist who has 

played a pioneering role in the development of film 

and multimedia art in Aotearoa New Zealand. Reihana 

engages and presents customary Maori culture 

through contemporary media such as video and 

photography. Her work demonstrates an interest 

to communicate not only complex ideas about 

Indigenous identity, but also a desire to address 

and engage with contemporary experiences.

 
Lisa Reihana / Let there be light (from Digital Marae) (still) 2001 / DVD, 
single-channel video, exhibited on monitor, looped, colour, sound, 3:30 
minutes, 4:3, ed. 2/5 / Purchased 2002 / Collection: Queensland  
Art Gallery

Lisa Reihana speaking about her work Digital Marae 2001 filmed for ‘APT 
2002: Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art’, Queensland Art Gallery, 
Brisbane, 12 September 2002 – 27 January 2003.
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Max Gimblett / Balls 1990/92/94/97 / Sumi ink, synthetic polymer paint 
and pencil on American H.M.P. handmade paper with watermark/ 59.8 x 
79.3cm / The Max Gimblett Gift. Gift of the artist through the Queensland 
Art Gallery Foundation 2000 / Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

DRAWING AND PAINTING

Questions

1    What elements of symbolic and figurative 
expression are used within this work?  
How do they relate and influence your  
interpretation of the work?

2     Have a close look at Gimblett’s work. 
How does the artist use elements of  
both drawing and painting?

MAX GIMBLETT

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1935, New Zealand

KEY POINTS
Max Gimblett is known for his inventiveness as 

well as his broad stylistic range from calligraphic 

and figurative expressionism to monochrome and 

geometric abstraction, which blends eastern and 

western references. The artist’s interest in Zen 

Buddhism, alchemy and psychoanalysis mix with 

the history of New York abstract expressionism 

(by artists such as Willem de Kooning, Barnett 

Newman and Robert Motherwell), which results  

in a style of abstract art that has spiritual and  

metaphysical connotations.

Click here to listen to a student’s 
interpretation of Gimblett’s work:
Martha, Year 8, Brisbane State High 
School.

Max Gimblett / New Zealand/United States b.1935 / Brisbane – 3 
1993 / Ink, drypoint and gold leaf on Indian handmade paper / 
76.8 x 56.4cm / The Max Gimblett Gift. Gift of the artist through 
the Queensland Art Gallery Foundation 2000 / Collection: The 
Queensland Art Gallery
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John Pule / Tukulagi tukumuitea (Forever and ever) 
(detail) 2005 / Oil on canvas / Triptych: 199.9 x 199.9cm 
(each panel) / Purchased 2005. The Queensland 
Government’s Gallery of Modern Art Acquisitions Fund / 
Collection: Queensland Art Gallery

John Pule / Niue/New Zealand b.1962 / Drawing words 2006 / Mini DV 
(exhibited on DVD), 4 mins 26 secs, colour, sound / John Pule reading 
from his novel THE SHARK THAT ATE THE SUN Penguin, Middlesex, 1992. 
Filmed by Sangeeta Singh, assisted by Kelepi Koroi at the Video Unit, the 
University of the South Pacific Media Centre, Suva, Fiji / Courtesy: The artist 
and the Queensland Art Gallery

DRAWING AND PAINTING

Questions

1    What impact does Pule’s selection 
of colour have on your interpretation  
of the work? 

2     Pule says ‘mythology and contemporary 
issues are the same’, and his work is  
dense with metaphor. Discuss some of  
the issues and metaphors you see as  
relevant in this work.

Click here to listen to a student’s 
perception of Pule’s work: 
Riley, Year 8, Brisbane State 
High School.

JOHN PULE

BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

Born 1962, Niue

KEY POINTS
Elements of storytelling and poetry are 

strong in Pule’s work and are combined 

with visual imagery that reference themes 

such as migration, colonialism and the 

inevitable losses associated with sweeping 

historical and cultural change. Much of Pule’s 

work draws from his cultural background 

and engages with the traditional hiapo or 

Niuean barkcloth, which was popular in 

the nineteenth century and attempted 

to document and make sense of the vast 

changes taking place in Niuean culture 

during the period of colonisation. 
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SUBJECT AREAS 

VISUAL ART 
Focus artists: Max Gimblett, Peter Madden, Ruth Watson

Students will:

•      analyse the structure, content and technical  

features of art works to understand characteristics 

of personal style

•      consider the ways artists use imagery from  

everyday and cultural ephemera

(e.g. Ruth Watson chooses loose, frail materials such as washing powder 

granules, glass beads and chocolate wrappers to suggest the fragility and 

impermanence of life.)

MEDIA
Focus artists: Yvonne Todd, Anne Noble, Ava Seymour, 
Peter Madden

Students will investigate the ways in which:

•   photographs are created and positioned  

e.g. ‘real’ versus constructed 

•      still and moving images, sounds and words are 

used to construct and reconstruct meaning 

•   representations of people, places, events, ideas 

and emotions are constructed and influenced  

by different beliefs and ideas

(e.g. Peter Madden cuts, slices, assembles and constructs fantastical 

paper worlds from photographs in books, magazines and encyclopaedias 

to blur the line between fact and fiction, and invite new meanings and 

interpretations.)

FILM, TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA 
Focus artists: Jane Campion, Peter Jackson,  
Shane Cotton, James Oram

While viewing the moving-image works in  

the exhibition, students will:

•      compare specific styles of different  

moving-image media

•   evaluate how representations have been formed 

to confirm or challenge particular identities and  

stereotypes draw on audiences’ prior experiences  

to actively engage them and/or challenge and  

reward them

(e.g. Shane Cotton uses Photoshop to distort and accentuate the  
illusion of movement in the birds’ bodies and wings, exaggerating  
their suspension and creating visible tension.)

ENGLISH
Focus artists: Yvonne Todd, Max Gimblett, John Pule

Students will:

•   evaluate the ways stories and narratives in art relate  

to historical events or objects (i.e. allegorical and  

symbolic details)

•      demonstrate and analyse the relationship between 

audience, subject matter, purpose and text type  

•   consider how texts can reflect an author’s point  

of view, beliefs and cultural understandings 

•   examine the way non-literary texts entertain, evoke 

emotion and develop themes 

(e.g. John Pule‘s Tukulagi tukumuitea (Forever and ever) is executed in a 

dramatic palette of red, black and white, and mixes traditional Niuean and 

personal symbolism with references to Western material culture.)

SOCIAL STUDIES/HISTORY 
Focus artists: Ava Seymour, Lisa Reihana, Michael Parekowhai, 
Ruth Watson

Students will:

•   discuss how social, political, economic and cultural 

changes and continuities are connected to particular 

events, ideas and contributions, and can be  

interpreted from different perspectives

•      consider how group identities are influenced  

by different factors, including family, communities,  

nationality, socioeconomic factors and  

cultural beliefs

(e.g. In Digital Marae, Reihana creates a wharenui (a sacred Maori communal 

house) within a digital realm through a series of photographs mounted on 

aluminium, and a DVD in which the unfolding narrative of Maori oral history is 

powerfully evoked.)

CURRICULUM SUMMARY
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